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Career Services at United States University was founded in 2022 as a one-stop-
shop for career and professional development. Our services are provided to all
USU students and alumni at no additional cost. 

Students and alumni can access Career Services by visiting our Career
Resources website, emailing careerservices@usuniversity.edu and/or
scheduling an appointment online at:

www.usuniversity.edu/current-students/career-resources

MEET THE TEAM

Logann has over 8+ years of experience in higher education and makes an impact
through the exploration of career pathways, offering personality, interests, values,
and skills assessments, resume and cover letter reviews, and exposing students
and alumni to various career-related resources.

Logann Dolan, MBA, CCSP | She/Her
Career & Alumni Services Specialist

logann.dolan@usuniversity.edu
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Learn how to craft
carefully worded bullet
points to draw in the
reader/employer.

WRITING THE
CONTENT

Learn about the stylistic
and market standards of
the 21st century resume
design.

APPEARANCE 
& STYLE

CONTENTS
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Choose your formatting 
and create your document 
based on ATS standards.

BUILD YOUR 
RESUME

Construct your
document using the
basic elements and
categories of a resume. 

THINGS TO
INCLUDE

Create an impact within
your bullet points by using
strong action verbs. 

STRONG 
ACTION VERBS

Utilize these resume
samples to guide you
through creating your
own document.

RESUME
SAMPLES



APPEARANCE & STYLE
Resumes follow several formats as you learned on the previous page, but certain
elements of the resume have become standard. In this section, you will learn how to
create a document that meets the stylistic standards of today's job market. 

Set your line spacing to 0 pt
Adjust your margins as needed to be between 0.7-1.0" on all sides
Choose an appropriate font (Arial, Cambria, Calibri, Georgia, Tahoma, Times New Roman)
Set your font size to be: 10-12 pt overall, with your name set to 14-16 pt
Remain consistent with your chosen formatting throughout you entire document
Utilize underline, italics, bold, and/or ALL CAPS to stylize and differentiate sections

Avoid using templates from Microsoft Word, Google, or other sources. Templates contain
formatting that an ATS cannot read, causing your resume to be rejected by that system. When
creating a resume, always start with a blank document.

START FRESH:

WHAT NOT TO INCLUDE:
Photos of yourself on your document (used for international resumes, but not in the US)
Headers or footers as these can adjust your document settings and overall optimization
Images, icons, tables, charts, columns and/or borders as these can disrupt ATS parsing
Personal pronouns (I, me, my) that can indicate your opinion rather than objective facts

CHECK OUT USU CAREER SERVICES PRE-APPROVED
AND DOWNLOADABLE RESUME SAMPLES!

Visit the Career 
Resources website 
and select from 
the available resume 
samples.

Easily download to 
your computer and 
customize in MS Word 
or Google Docs.
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BUILD YOUR RESUME
Your resume is a marketing tool written to tell potential employers about your skills,
education, and work experience. In this guide, you will learn how to create a resume to
attract recruiters and hiring managers based on your field of study.

FORMATTING: 
Choose a format that suits your needs and those of the job application(s) you are applying to.
Choosing the correct formatting and style of resume can help you maximize your content on the
page(s) and easily highlight your qualifications.

The chronological resume format is the most commonly used. Ideal for candidates
who want to focus on their work experience because this section sits front and
center. Recommended for individuals with a lot of professional work experience and
no employment gaps, and those applying to jobs that put heavy emphasis on
experience.

CHRONOLOGICAL: 

The functional resume format highlights your skills and training, focusing on the
abilities that can make you a great addition to the team, even if you’re applying for
your first job. Ideal for first-time job seekers, candidates looking to write a resume
with no work experience, people changing careers or those with employment gaps.

FUNCTIONAL:

Also known as a hybrid resume, the combination resume format combines the
functional and chronological resume formats. Ideal for mid-level job seekers
switching to a different industry or reentering the workforce.

COMBINATION:

A curriculum vitae (CV) is typically used for academic or research-related positions. It
is always longer than a resume, more than one page, and provides comprehensive
information related to the field including: publications, research, teaching/instruction,
professional affiliations and memberships, etc.

CURRICULUM VITAE (CV):

https://help.quinncia.io/article/166-applicant-tracking-systems 
https://www.jobscan.co/blog/what-is-an-applicant-tracking-system/ 

The tools and resources within this resume writing guide align with the standards used by
Applicant Tracking Systems (ATS). ATS is a software application that enables the electronic
handling of recruitment and hiring needs, which most employers use to screen resumes when you
apply for a job online. Failure to follow these guidelines could result in your application being
rejected from an ATS. 

READ MORE ABOUT APPLICANT TRACKING SYSTEMS (ATS) HERE: 

APPLICATION TRACKING SYSTEMS:
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An objective or professional summary section is not required
This section should not be used in the place of a cover letter
Should be indicated directly under your contact information section
You should tailor this section for your desired internship, part-time job, or full-time position 
Can be used to relate unique knowledge, experience, or skills to a specific role or career type
Keep your objective or professional summary to no more than three lines

THINGS TO INCLUDE
No matter the industry, it's important to add the basic elements and categories of your
resume. Each section should be carefully constructed and considered.

Display your name, phone number, and a professional email at the top of the first page
Use one email address and one phone number in this section
Use the phone number or email address that you answer the most 
You can also add your LinkedIn URL or an online portfolio URL
If including an address, only list the city and state (ex: San Diego, CA)

CONTACT INFORMATION:

OBJECTIVE OR PROFESSIONAL SUMMARY:

List only the institutions that you did or will receive a degree or certification from
High School should be removed at the end of Freshman year
List each institution’s name and location (city/state) with the most recent first
List the month/year the degree was earned or expected, not the start/end date of the degree
Include the entire name of each degree in progress or earned (Bachelor of Arts in Management)
Do not use an “s” on Associate, Bachelor, or Master degrees
Indicate any areas of interest, minors, thesis, or specializations
Include your GPA (if higher than 3.0 or a graduate degree)

EDUCATION: 
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Skills should be limited to industry, technical, and computer related or languages 
All other skills, including human skills or soft skills such as “communication” or “leadership”, 
should be built into bullet points using action verbs and descriptive language 
Items should not be a bulleted list or in columns, instead, listed horizontally on the page

THINGS TO INCLUDE, CONT'D

Include relevant employment, volunteer work, internships, or graduate assistantships 
Include employer/company name, location (city/state), position title, and dates of employment
List the most relevant experiences and information first
Within each section, items should be listed in reverse chronological order
Use only bullet points and avoid using full sentences, columns, or paragraphs in this section
Use strong action verbs to talk about your accomplishments and responsibilities in each position 
Be sure to utilize the correct verb tense (past or present) 
Highlight specific information, skills gained, value you provided and any major accomplishments
Additional experience sections can be created to differentiate relevant experience from 
supporting/additional experience

EXPERIENCE: 

SKILLS OR CORE COMPETENCIES:

Publications, research, course projects, relevant coursework, honors and awards, leadership 
activities and experience, international experience, languages, etc. 
Items should be formatted consistent with the rest of your document and should not be 
listed in columns or paragraphs

OTHER OPTIONAL SECTIONS:
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WRITING YOUR CONTENT

Easily and clearly provide the employer with a sense of your capabilities so that they 
can determine whether or not you meet the minimum qualifications
Use bullet points – not paragraphs – to describe your experiences
Use numbers to describe your accomplishments (e.g., value of transactions, number of 
people impacted, etc.)
Include industry keywords and phrases from the job description that describe your 
strengths and competencies.
Highlight technical skills, foreign languages, and other skills that are relevant to the job 
for which you are applying.

Teach new employees customer service skills
Supervise team members
Complete monthly reports

Trained 14 employees in customer relationship management to ensure a positive 
customer experience 
Supervised and coached a team of 10+ employees to promote professional growth
Analyze sales trends through the execution of monthly reports sent to corporate

Descriptive bullets tell the employer that you understand the value of the task that you 
have completed for a company, a client, etc. 
This indicates that you understand YOUR VALUE to an employer because you are 
completing that task
It is not necessary to write the “outcome/results” piece for every single bullet point, just 
be sure to relay your value in other ways by including quantifiable facts such as 
number of customers served, the ages of children cared for, percentage of sales 
increased, or amount of money raised in a fundraiser

Your document is a marketing tool and should be used to describe your experiences, skills, 
abilities, and accomplishments. Employers only spend only a few seconds reading through 
resumes initially, weeding out the candidates that clearly do not give them the information 
they need. It's important to take your time and clearly write out your content as it suits the 
job application or position description.

One way to ensure you give them the information they are looking for is to use 
the following formula when crafting your bullet points.

Strong Action Verb + What you did/How or Why you did it + Outcome/Results

Before using the formula: 

After using the formula: 

WRITING RESUME BULLET POINTS:

WHY IS THIS IMPORTANT?
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Achieved Consolidated Evaluated Instituted Prioritized Strengthened

Administered Contracted Exceeded Led Produced Succeeded

Analyzed Controlled Executed Managed Recommended Supervised

Appointed Converted Expanded Mentored Reduced Surpassed

Approved Coordinated Headed Merged Reorganized Trained

Assigned Delegated Hired Motivated Replaced Traveled

Assisted Developed Hosted Obtained Resolved Utilized

Attained Directed Improved Orchestrated Restored  

Authorized Eliminated Incorporated Organized Reviewed  

Carried out Emphasized Increased Oversaw Scheduled  

Chaired Enforced Influenced Pioneered Secured  

Channeled Enhanced Initiated Planned Selected  

Completed Established Inspected Presided Streamlined  

STRONG ACTION VERBS

Addressed Contacted Edited Joined Persuaded Responded

Advertised Conveyed Elicited Judged Presented Solicited

Arbitrated Convinced Enlisted Lectured Promoted Spoke

Arranged Corresponded Expressed Marketed Proposed Suggested

Articulated Debated Formulated Mediated Publicized Summarized

Authored Defined Incorporated Moderated Reconciled Synthesized

Clarified Described Influenced Motivated Recruited Translated

Collaborated Developed Interacted Negotiated Referred Traveled

Communicated Directed Interpreted Observed Reinforced Wrote

Conferred Discussed Interviewed Outlined Reported  

Consulted Drafted Involved Participated Resolved  

Approved Communicated Gathered Organized Routed Transcribed

Arranged Complied Generated Prepared Scheduled Updated

Assisted Completed Implemented Processed Screened Validated

Catalogued Corrected Incorporated Proofread Sorted  

Categorized Dispatched Inspected Purchased Specified  

Charted Distributed Monitored Recorded Standardized  

Classified Documented Obtained Registered Systematized  

Coded Executed Operated Retrieved Tabulated  

Collected Filed Ordered Reviewed Trained  

COMMUNICATION TASKS:

CLERICAL OR DETAILED TASKS:

ORGANIZATIONAL AND SUPERVISORY TASKS:

Create an impact when you're delivering information to another reader
Help your application stand out from other submissions
Make your resume more "ATS-friendly" to easily pass through online screening software
Showcase skills and/or industry-specific keywords listed in the job description

Creating strong bullet points starts with selecting strong action verbs. Action verbs, when 
used correctly can:
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Acted Created Established Initiated Modified Revitalized

Adapted Customized Fashioned Instituted Performed Shaped

Arranged Designed Formed Integrated Photographed Solved

Composed Developed Formulated Introduced Planned Traveled

Conceptualized Directed Founded Invented Printed Wrote

Conducted Displayed Illustrated Modeled Produced  

Adapted Coordinated Encouraged Individualized Persuaded Trained

Advised Counseled Evaluated Influenced Presented Traveled

Clarified Critiqued Explained Informed Set goals Tutored

Coached Delivered Facilitated Initiated Stimulated Utilized

Communicated Developed Focused Instilled Taught  

Conducted Enabled Guided Instructed Tested  

STRONG ACTION VERBS CONT'D

Analyzed Compiled Determined Maintained Remodeled Studied

Applied Computed Developed Operated Repaired Trained

Appraised Conserved Devised Overhauled Replaced Transported

Assembled Constructed Engineered Printed Restored Upgraded

Built Converted Fabricated Programmed Solved Utilized

Calculated Debugged Functioned as Refined Specialized  

Completed Designed Installed Regulated Standardized  

Advocated Cared for Demonstrated Familiarized Provided Supplied

Aided Clarified Diagnosed Guided Received Supported

Answered Coached Educated Insured Referred Treated

Arranged Collaborated Encouraged Intervened Rehabilitated  

Assessed Contributed Expedited Mentored Represented  

Assisted Counseled Facilitated Motivated Served  

Administered Audited Calculated Estimated Marketed Researched

Allocated Balanced Computed Forecasted Planned Saved

Analyzed Billed Developed Grossed Projected Streamlined

Appraised Budgeted Earned Managed Reconciled  

COMPUTER OR TECHNICAL TASKS:

HELPING TASKS:

BANKING AND FINANCIAL TASKS:

TEACHING TASKS:

PERFORMING ARTS AND CREATIVE TASKS:

Analyzed Determined Explored Inspected Organized Solved

Clarified Diagnosed Extracted Interpreted Published Studied

Collected Discovered Formulated Interviewed Received Summarized

Compared Estimated Functioned as Invented Researched Surveyed

Conducted Evaluated Gathered Investigated Reviewed Systematized

Critiqued Examined Hypothesized Located Saved Tested

Detected Experimented Identified Measured Searched  

SCIENCE AND RESEARCH TASKS:
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RESUME SAMPLES
GENERAL STUDENT RESUME SAMPLE - FOR ALL INDUSTRIES:
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Use clear and standard headings for each of our sections
Ensure all information and experience provided is relevant to the position you are applying to
Highlight transferrable skills or skills that can be used in all industries
Tailor your document using strong action verbs and including keywords from the job description



NURSING STUDENT RESUME SAMPLE:
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Include any Quality Improvement, Community Health Assessment, and Community Health 
Promotion projects—Nurse recruiters want to see these! 
When listing licensures, include the state and date in which you achieved them. 
Include job-specific skills that are valuable to the nursing field including your specialty..  
Highlight transferable skills (i.e. customer service skills; ability to multitask; languages). 
When describing the nursing experience, write about the type of facility (such as acute care, 
outpatient, rehabilitation) and/or caseload and area of specialization.  
Focus on specific tasks for which you are completely responsible on a regular basis (i.e. IV 
specialist in your unit, go-to person for all critically ill patients, specifically responsible for 
triaging/checking in patients).  
Describe achievements as well as your job duties, demonstrating how you went beyond your 
responsibilities to help your employer or department. What did you contribute?  



BUSINESS STUDENT RESUME SAMPLE:
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Add an optional professional summary quickly summarizing who you are and the value you provide
Describe achievements as well as your job duties, demonstrating how you went beyond your 
responsibilities to help your employer or department. What did you contribute?  
If/when listing licensures, include the state and date in which you achieved them
Include job-specific skills that are valuable to the business field including your concentration
Highlight industry or sector specific skills (ie. Recruitment, Sales, Accounting, etc.)



EDUCATION STUDENT RESUME SAMPLE:
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Include all education, certifications, and licensure information along with completion/expected dates
If/when listing licensures, include the state and date in which you achieved them
Showcase relevant work history, community involvement, and/or volunteer experience
Highlight education-related skills (ie. Curriculum Development, Classroom Management, etc.)
Describe achievements as well as your job duties, demonstrating how you went beyond your 
responsibilities to help your employer or department. What did you contribute? 



Connect with us!
USU Career Services is here to help. Schedule an
appointment with a Career Staff Member online or
email us at careerservices@usuniversity.edu.

NEED SUPPORT?

USU Career Services
careerservices@usuniversity.edu

www.usuniversity.edu/current-students/career-resources
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When tailoring your document to specific positions, always highlight keywords from the job 
description on your document or within your skills section. This will help you get through ATS.

If your resume is more than one page, be sure to include your name and page number on all 
subsequent pages in the top or bottom right corner.

After you create your resume, be sure to proofread and check for any grammar, punctuation, 
or spelling mistakes. 

Have your resume reviewed by Career Services before applying to any positions to ensure your 
application is ready to go!

Before submitting your application, save your document and rename the file to any of the
following: "FirstLast_Resume", "First_Last_Resume", "FirstLast_PositionTitle_Application"

When submitting an application, always save your document and attach the PDF version. This 
freezes all fonts and formatting so that it looks the same to the intended audience.

Use both the long and short-form of your degree name when appropriate.

Update your resume every six months to include new and updated information and 
experiences.

                      EDUCATION
                      United States University, San Diego, CA
                      Master of Business Administration (MBA), Completed Month, 20XX
 

ADDITIONAL RESUME TIPS:
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